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Declaration of Principles
“The Pittsburgh Platform” – 1885

1885 Pittsburgh Conference
Convening at the call of Kaufmann Kohler of New York, Reform rabbis from around
the United States met from November 16 through November 19, 1885 with Isaac
Mayer Wise presiding. The meeting was declared the continuation of the
Philadelphia Conference of 1869, which was the continuation of the German
Conference of 1841 to 1846. The rabbis adopted the following seminal text:

1. We recognize in every religion an attempt to grasp the In�nite, and in every mode,
source or book of revelation held sacred in any religious system the consciousness of
the indwelling of God in man. We hold that Judaism presents the highest conception
of the God-idea as taught in our Holy Scriptures and developed and spiritualized by
the Jewish teachers, in accordance with the moral and philosophical progress of their
respective ages. We maintain that Judaism preserved and defended midst continual
struggles and trials and under enforced isolation, this God-idea as the central
religious truth for the human race.

2. We recognize in the Bible the record of the consecration of the Jewish people to its
mission as the priest of the one God, and value it as the most potent instrument of
religious and moral instruction. We hold that the modern discoveries of scienti�c
researches in the domain of nature and history are not antagonistic to the doctrines
of Judaism, the Bible re�ecting the primitive ideas of its own age, and at times
clothing its conception of divine Providence and Justice dealing with men in
miraculous narratives.

3. We recognize in the Mosaic legislation a system of training the Jewish people for its
mission during its national life in Palestine, and today we accept as binding only its
moral laws, and maintain only such ceremonies as elevate and sanctify our lives, but
reject all such as are not adapted to the views and habits of modern civilization.

4. We hold that all such Mosaic and rabbinical laws as regulate diet, priestly purity,
and dress originated in ages and under the in�uence of ideas entirely foreign to our
present mental and spiritual state. They fail to impress the modern Jew with a spirit
of priestly holiness; their observance in our days is apt rather to obstruct than to
further modern spiritual elevation.

5. We recognize, in the modern era of universal culture of heart and intellect, the
approaching of the realization of Israel’s great Messianic hope for the establishment
of the kingdom of truth, justice, and peace among all men. We consider ourselves no
longer a nation, but a religious community, and therefore expect neither a return to
Palestine, nor a sacri�cial worship under the sons of Aaron, nor the restoration of
any of the laws concerning the Jewish state.

Together the rabbis
of the Conference
combine our voices
to unify, elevate,
raise up and exalt
the world in which
we live.
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6. We recognize in Judaism a progressive religion, ever striving to be in accord with
the postulates of reason. We are convinced of the utmost necessity of preserving the
historical identity with our great past. Christianity and Islam, being daughter religions
of Judaism, we appreciate their providential mission, to aid in the spreading of
monotheistic and moral truth. We acknowledge that the spirit of broad humanity of
our age is our ally in the ful�llment of our mission, and therefore we extend the
hand of fellowship to all who cooperate with us in the establishment of the reign of
truth and righteousness among men.

7. We reassert the doctrine of Judaism that the soul is immortal, grounding the belief
on the divine nature of human spirit, which forever �nds bliss in righteousness and
misery in wickedness. We reject as ideas not rooted in Judaism, the beliefs both in
bodily resurrection and in Gehenna and Eden (Hell and Paradise) as abodes for
everlasting punishment and reward.

8. In full accordance with the spirit of the Mosaic legislation, which strives to regulate
the relations between rich and poor, we deem it our duty to participate in the great
task of modern times, to solve, on the basis of justice and righteousness, the
problems presented by the contrasts and evils of the present organization of society.
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MORDECAI MENAHEM KAPLAN
born I88!

to< 0 R DEC A' M. K A P LAN was born in Lithuania and brought to
the United States at the age of eight. He received his secular educa
tion at the College of the City of New York and Columbia Uni
versity, aud his rabbinic degree in '9°2 from the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America. Solomon Schechter invited him in '9°9 to be
principal of the Teachers' Institute of the Seminary; in the next year
Kaplan was appointed professor of homiletics in its Rabbinical School,
and since then he has held a variety of other posts at that institution.
Always active as a rabbi and community leader, Kaplan "invented"
the idea of the s),nagogue-center in '916, when he organized the
Jewish Center in Manhattan. After a few l'ears he broke with this
group, which would not follow him as his religious views became
more liberal, to found the Societ)' for the Advancement of Judaism
(in '922). This s)'nagogue was created to reflect his concept of what
an institution of Jewish religion should be, and Kaplan has remained
its guiding spirit as leader, and now, as leader emeritus, to the present.

\Vhether as teacher or, after his late thirties, as an increasingly
prolific writer and lecturer, Kaplan's true career has been in the
service of his philosoph)' of Judaism. His approach, which he named
Reconstructionism, was expounded in Judaism as a Civilization, a
book which caused a furor when it appeared in '934. These con
troversies grew more heated in the next ten years, as several Re
constructionist prayer books appeared, with important deletions from
the traditional texts, and as he published a succession of other
volumes in exposition of his views. The passages by which he is
represented here come from his most recent major book, The Future
of the American Jew.

Kaplan's premises are essentially the same as Kallen's, though he is
far more involved in religion. For Kallen it is enough to define Juda
ism as one of many parallel national civilizations; Kaplan regards
religion as so characteristic of Jewish experience that he insists on a
h)'phenated adjective-religio-national-as the correct way to describe
this particular civilization. Like any complex of rituals and values
Which make up a way of life, Judaism will survive only if it answers
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the real needs of men. I-Ience Kaplan follows Ahad I-In-Am in argning
that a homeland is necessary, where Judaism call become relevant to
the modern age by rebshioning itself in its own way.

Many of the specific ideas which Kaplan upholds-like his denial
of the orthodox concepts of revelation and of the "chosen people,"
or his affirmation of a theology which is a Jewish version of the
"social gospel"-can be denied, without destroying his Zionist stance.
He has affirmed the importance both of the homeland and of those
who choose to live outside it; he has asked of one that it be more
tradition-minded and of the other, that, for the sake of its own Sur
vival, it be more open to change. Most recently, Kaplan has taken the
lead in talking of Jewish creativity as bipolar, as a tension between
the full national life of Israel and the life in two cultures (the Ameri
can and his own in-group's) of the Jew in America; while admitting
that the first is central, Kaplan has increasingly insisted that the
second is of creative value, to mankind and to Jewry. In all this
Kaplan has represented more than his particular philosophy of reli
gion. He stands as the summary of American Zionism, the synthesizer
of all that has preceded.

TIlE FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN
JEW (1948)

NO JEWISH HOMELAND WITHOUT JUDAISM IN THE DlASPORA

JEWS IN THE DIASPORA will continue to owe exclusive
political allegiance to the countries in which they reside. The tie that
binds Oiaspora Jewry to Eretz Israel is a cultural and religious one_
Culture and socioeconomic life are so closely interrelated that it is
difficult for Oiaspora Jewry to create new Jewish cultural values, since
there is no possibility in the Oiaspora of an autonomous Jewish social
and economic life.

American Judaism is needed, and will long continue to be needed
as a force to inspire and motivate our participation in the establish
ment of a Jewish commonwealth. The role of American Jewry in
relation to Eretz Israel is similar to the role of the American home
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front in relation to the battle front during the recent World War.
Were it not for the backing of the home front, or for the fact that
America proved to be the "arsenal of democracy," the most clever
strategy and the most arduous valor on the battle line would have
been of no avail. Similarly American Jewry will for a long time have
to give moral, political, and economic support to the Eretz Israel en
terprise, which is the deciding factor in Israel's struggle for survival
in the modem world. Should the morale of the American front de
teriorate, should American Jewry grow listless and disheartened, or
should it lose faith in the significance of its struggle for existence,
after the manner of our fainthearted escapists and assimilationists,
what would become of a Jewish Eretz Israel? Would the little Yishuv
alone be also to withstand British imperialism, Arab intransigence,
and ubiquitous anti-Semitism? What it has already achieved with the
aid and support of world Jewry is miracle enough, but to expect it
to perform similar miracles in the future, without such aid, is to ask
the impossible. We dare not let our home front crumble, and thus
betray those who are fighting Our battle and holding the line on its
most crucial sector, Eretz Israel.

An attitude of distrust toward the possibility of maintaining Jewish
life in the United States, is, moreover, unfair to our country_ Our
duties as citizens are not fully discharged by rendering obedience to its
laws, Or even by participating patriotically in its defense in time of
war. We have a part in the social, economic, and cultural life of Amer
ica, and, unless we give to the common welfare of the American peo
ple the best that is in our power to give, we are not doing our full duty
to our country. But as Jews, the very best we have to give is to be
found in Judaism, the distillation of centuries of Jewish spiritual ex
perience. As convinced Jews and loyal Americans, we should seek to
incorporate in American life the universal values of Judaism, and to
utilize the particular sancta of Jewish religion as an inspiration for
preserving these universal values. To fail to do so would mean to
deprive Judaism of universal significance and to render Jewish religion
a mere tribalism that has no relevance to life beyond the separate
interests of the Jewish group_ The attitude of Jewish isolationists or the
sholele hatefuzah (negators of the Oiaspora), which would keep
American Jewry with its loins perpetually girt for a hasty departure
for Eretz Israel, is not likely to inspire our neighbors with confidence
in the Jew, or with respect for Judaism.

Those of our young people who possess the abilities that are needed
now in Eretz Israel to build there a productive economy for the rising



~THE NEGATION OF JEWISH LIFE IN THE DIASPORA

T THE PRESENT TIME the most vocal among the educators
'ho subscribe to the religio-cultural conception of Judaism take a
.egative attitude toward any prospect of a future for Judaism outside
retz Israel. From all that has recently happened to European Jewry
ey conclude that anti-Semitism is not merely a passing madness; it is
chronic disease of all Western civilization. They maintain, therefore,
at it is quixotic to expect the democratic countries to give us Jews
e sense of security necessary to the leading of a normal life. What
er Jewish education is to be given to our children must, accordingly,
based on the acceptance of suffering and exile as Our lot in life,

m which there is only one escape, and that is migration to Eretz
;rael. The principal aim of Jewish education, therefore, should consist
fostering in the child a yearning to live in Eretz Israel, and, in case
t is not feasible, in fostering in him heroic resignation to a life of

f-denial and sacrifice, made necessary by the sadistic tendencies of
,e dominant population toward all minority groups.
The foregoing view of the course of democracy is entirely unaccepta

lIe, and the conclusion drawn from such a view for Jewish education
the height of absurdity. If the future in the democratic countries is,
deed, as dark as our pessimists paint it, then they might as well advo-
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than building it on the spot, but it cannot serve as a substitute for
living a Jewish life here. Until Jews realize that the Jewish problem in
the Diaspora and the Jewish problem in Eretz Israel are one, they are
running away from reality and defeating their own purpose. Only as
we assume the responsibility for having Judaism live wherever Jews
are allowed to live are we likely to succeed in any of our Jewish under
takings.

There can be no question that in the Diaspora we Jews lack the
spirit of dedication that goes with our people's renascence in Eretz
Israel. We are without the magic power that comes with the spoken
and creative Hebrew word. We are far from the land where the Jewish
sPirit is being reborn. But given the wiIl, the intelligence, and the
devotion, it is feasible so to relive and to re·embody, within the frame
of a democratic American civilization, the vital and thrilling experi.
ence of our people in Eretz Israel that, in the long run, we might
achieve in our way as great and lasting a contribution to human values
as they are achieving in theirs.
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Jewish Commonwealth, an economy based on the socialized exploita_
tion of natural resources instead of on the exploitation of the weak by
the strong, should by all means be encouraged to go to Eretz Israel.
The colonizing and constructive effort in Eretz Israel should enlist
those of our youth who possess the kind of pioneer spirit essential to
nation-building. Our Jewish young men and women ought to be made
to feel that their going to Eretz Israel to serve their own people would
be as legitimate and noble an adventure as for otber Americans to
serve the various peoples in the Far East in a missionary or cultural
capacity. But students who plan to go to Eretz Israel, with the ex
pectation of engaging in some white-collar profession, would not
render any specially needed service there, and only deprive American
Jewish life of some needed service they might render here. We Ameri
can Jews need desperately every available person who has the ability
to transmute the cultural and religious values of our tradition into a

living creative force.
We Jews who have come to this country bore the gifts of a great

historic tradition. To tell us that Judaism can have no future here is to
tell us that these gifts are worthless and that, as a group, we can be only
cultural parasites. Whatever the future holds in store for us is a matter
of speculation, but that there are today five million Jews in the United
States is not speculation but a fact that carries with it inescapable
responsibilities. We Jews have the same need as have all other Ameri
cans of belonging to a community where we are wanted and wel
comed, and where we can derive the moral and spiritual values that
give meaning and dignity to human life. We naturally look to the
Jewish community to give us a faith to live by and to live for. Whatever
deprives us of faith in the possibility of Jewish life in America not
only de-Judaizes millions of our people; it demoralizes and degrades lIS.

The problem of how to make Jewish life a source of self-fulfillment
to the American Jew is one of great complexity. Nothing less than
whole-hearted and whole-minded concentration on that problem will
result in a satisfactory solution. It is natural, therefore, to find excuses
for evading the problem altogether, and few excuses seem as plausible
as hopelessness about Diaspora Judaism. When Ziouism first appeared
on the scene, it came as a challenge to those who evaded the urgent
task of self-emancipation by projecting the redemption of our people
into the distant messianic future. Likewise, those who dcspair of Jewish
survival in the Diaspora, by maintaining that only in Eretz Israel c~n
Judaism survive, evade the urgent task of rendering Judaism viable In
America. Long-distance building of Eretz Israel is uo less important
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cate some kind of physical or spiritual suicide for the jewish peoplc. To
assume that, with the democratic countries constitutionally incapable
of bringing anti-Semitism under control, it is possible for Jews to
achieve freedom and security in Eretz Israel is to forget that the world
is one, both for good and for evil. Moreover, resigning ourselves to
injustice and oppression at the hands of our fellow men may be the
only course of action open to us, but it certainly cannot constitute
the highest good upon which to base the purpose of educational en

deavor.
It is that, in the past, jewish education did train the child to regard

himself as belonging to a people in exile, and to be prepared to suller
on that account. But it then laid the chief stress not on the present
suffering, but on the future glories that awaited his people and on the
ineffable bliss in the world to come that awaitcd those who lived in
accordance with the will of God, as expressed in the Torah. That
prospect more than compensated for all the sullering that his pcople
endured in this world. Does the modern jewish educator, who insists
on having the child realize the full meaning of Galut, exile, hold out
the same naive faith in the advent of the Messiah and in the bliss of
the world to come? If not, then he has nothing to ollcr the child but a
scnse of misery in being fated to be born a jew. Only sheltercd and
cloistered pedagogues, who seek to avenge themselvcs upon the young
for their own frustrated lives, could devise such a fantasic purpose. No
one, with any love of children, and with the real desire to have them
grow up to be happy, would want to turn life for them into that kind

of nightmare.
Another approach to the question whether it is possible for the Jew

ish people to retain its identity, under the tenns of the Emancipation
and Enlightenment, is to point to the actual disruption of jcwish life
which goes on apace, as the result of being integrated into the general
population. Some jewish educators stress that result as an inevitable
consequence of the democratic process. These educators, too, consider
it misleading to try to persuade jewish children that it is possible to
lead a normal Jewish life in the Diaspora. On the contrary, they claim,
it is necessary to make clear to the child that, cven under the best of
circumstances, Jews cannot possibly retain their group identity outside
Eretz Israel. They believe that the child should be saved from the
illusion that judaism is being given a fair chance to prove its potene\' as
an influcnce for good in their lives. Whcn the child grows up, he \Viii
then rcalize that jewish life is not to be bbmed for its shortcomings,
its lack of vitality aud crcativity. Such jewish educators assumc that, by
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inculcating in the child a feeling of discontent with the odds against
being a jew in a non-jewish environment, we can develop in him a
passionate yearning for Eretz Israel as a national Jewish home.

This kind of Eretz-Israel-centered education in America is bound to
have a ruinous effect on the happiness and character of the child. It
holds out to him no reason why he should be condemned to lead an
abnormal life all his days, since, either by migrating to Eretz Israel, or
by ignoring Judaism altogether, he might lead a normal life. The as
sumption that it is inherently impossible for the jew to feel at home in
a non-jewish environment, which one may reasonably expect in time
to be free of anti-Semitism, is a counsel of despair, and we cannot build
an educational system on despair.

THE NEED OF A TWOFOLD NORM FOR JEWISH LIFE

THE REI SAN A L T ERN A T I V E to either of the two preceding
types of approach to the question of survival in a democratic state.
Instead of judging the democratic process by the way it has worked
hitherto, we should judge it by what it was intended to become. It was
intended to become a means of enabling human beings to make the
most out of their lives, or to achieve salvation as they view it, provided,
of course, they do not interfere with the salvation of their fellows, as
the latter view it. Whatever prevents people, as individuals or as a
group, from achieving salvation cannot be ascribed to the democratic
process. Whatever militates against the salvation of a minority group,
which does not aim at aggression or domination, must in the end
jeopardize the salvation of the majority population as well.

As jews, we cannot achieve our salvation unless the democratic proc
ess permits us to retain our identity as an indivisible people. If, there
fore, democracy is so interpreted tllat it prevents us from fostering our
religio-cultural tradition and from being true to our destiny as a peo
ple, then we are presented with a very strange paradox which we
must try to resolve, not only in our own interest as Jews, but also in
the interest of a belter world for a1l mankind. Only when we have
come to understand this paradox fully can we be in a position to
suggest a possible solution. That solution will have to be the basis of a
Jewish educational system in this country.

We can best learn the nature of the paradox which complicates the
status and future of jewish life in democratic countries by asking the
question: "How was democracy intended to function in relation to
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historical groups and religions generally?" 111is question has not been
answered, as most pcople think, by the separation of church and state.
That scparation has by no mcans solved the problem of the relation
of religion to the social, economic, and political interests. Actually,
religion is inextricably bound up with these interests. No religion that
hopes to be treatcd seriously can afford to take a neutral position in
any matter pertaining to human wclfnre, and true welfare is unattain
able without the benefits which good religion can confer.

Is, then, the legal separation of church and state a fiction? Not at
all. Such separation affirms the very important principle that the demo
cratic state should not monopoli2e the life of the citizen. It should
leave place in his life for ideals and loyalties that transcend the state.
The democratic state should undertake to provide for the social sccu
rity of the citizen, but should not elaim to be the sale source of moral
and spiritual security. Even if it helps him to some extent to lead a
moral and spiritual life, it encourages other agencies-espccially his
toric groups-to make that their principal function.

This means that there must hcnceforth be two standards of normal
ity for Jewish life; one standard for Eretz Israel, whcre Jewish life can
be lived out fully as a complete civilization that provides those who
live by it with all the elements of life necessary to their self-fulfillment
and happiness; and a second standard for democratic countries like the
United States, where they must look for economic and social security
to American citizenship, which in turn expects them to find their moral
and spiritual security elsewhere. That security they can for the present
find mainly within their own Jewish people and its tradition. In time,
however, with American democracy having achieved more self-aware
ness and consistency, it, too, will become for Jews, as well as for the
rest of the population, a source of inner peace.

EDUCATIONAL AIM IN TERMS OF TRADITION AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE

TilE POSITION ADVOCATED in this discussion may be summa·
rized as follows: There is nothing inherently abnormal in a synthesis
of the democratic process with the maintenance of Jewish group in
dividuality, though such a synthesis in the Diaspora would undoubt
edly constitute a new dev~lopment of Jewish life. Secondly, by educat
ing OUI children to live as Jews in an American environment, we shall
not be imposing on them an abnormal kind of existence.

But the real question is whether such a synthesis is at all possible.
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Jewish group individuality is articulated by means of a tradition which
arose and developed under conditions very different from our own. If
we expect that tradition to help us live as both Jews and Americans,
we must have it speak to us in terms that are relevant to ethical and
spiritual problems of our day. This calls for the following:

In the first place, it is essential to realize that our tradition, as it has
come down to us, belongs to a universe of thought that was radically
different from our own. We are bound to fail in our effort to revitalize
that tradition if we yield to the temptation to ignore the wide gap
that divides us from the ancients in the general outlook on life. We
must become accustomed to the idea of growth in experience and
meaning. The essence of growth is continuity in change. Before we
can discover the permanent elements in tradition, we must be fully
aware of the changes in knowledge of the physical world, in the con
ception of God, and in the ethical values which differentiate the mod
ern man's world from the ancient man's.

Secondly, in order to render the tradition relevant to present-day
ethical and spiritual concerns, it is necessary to discover the latent and
permanent ethical and spiritual urges beneath such elements in the
tradition as the miraele story, the obsolete law, or the primitive rite.
This calls for research into the historical background of the tradition
not only in Israel, but in the entire universe of thought within the
scope of which Israel came. Upon the results of such research a knowl
edge of the human sciences should be brought to bear, in order that
we may discover to what extent the Jewish tradition verifies the exist
ence of the higher trends in human nature.

A third step is to relate these verifications of the higher trends in
human nature to the social and spiritual problems that are agitating
mankind today, the problems pertaining to the meaning of life and
death, to the rights and duties of the individual and of society, to the
prerogatives of the various loyalties and to the proper utilization of
power. There is need for evolving something that will be in our day
the analogue of the Talmud and Midrash in ancient times. In this
development, the ancient Talmud and Midrash should constitute the
greater part of the tradition to be reinterpreted and reworkcd.

Finally, provision must be made for dealing with the many situ
ations that were not provided for by the ancient tradition. No tradition
that ceases growing can live. But this step cannot be takcn within the
tradition itself. 11,e impetus for it must came from a living body which
is the carrier of the tradition, and without which no tradition can live.
All this research cannot, of course, be expected of those who are
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engaged professionally in elementary education. We must realize, how
ever, that unless this research is carried on to the point where the
Jewish traditions can be made to function in our day, there can be
no modern kind of Jewish education, no education that can gencrate
in the young of our people the will to live as Jews.

In addition to revitalizing the tradition as a means of synthesizing
Jewish life with Americanism, we have to create the kind of social
structure which would set in motion the newly interpreted and evolved
Jewish values. The most inspiring and wholesome teachings are likely
to remain a dead letter unless they become part of the consciousness
of a living, functioning community. All efforts at reinterpreting and
revaluing our tradition are carried on in a vacuum so long as we are
without an organic Jewish community that possesses the educational
machinery to put into circulation the results of those efforts. In the
past, for example, though the Torah was regarded as having been given
by God to Moses, it would have remained at best esoteric doctrine,
had there not been a nation to adopt it as its constitution. It was the
social structure of the Jewish people which gave the Torah its potency
throughout the centuries.

Before the era of Emancipation, it was impossible for Jews, whether
they happened to be few or many, to live without some kind of com
munal structure to make them aware of their solidarity with the Jewish
nation. As soon as Jews, however, were permitted to become part of
the body politic of the majority, they lost the urgency for Jewish com
munallife. TI,e various organizations, including congregations, do not
constitute the kind of communal organism which is essential to the
functioning of a tradition, any more than scientific and philanthropic
societies constitute a nation. By the same token that we need to re
interpret that Jewish tradition properly if we want it to live in the
modern universe of thought, we need, also, to reorganize the social
structure of the Jewish people properly if we want it to have a place in
the frame of modern society. Judaism cannot function in a vacuum. It
has to be geared to a living community. In that community all who
wish to be known as Jews should be registered, and expulsion from it
should deprive one of the right to use the name Jew. TI,e creation of
such organic communities based on the spirit of democratic constitu
tionalism is the first and most indispensable prerequisite to Jewish
survival in the Diaspora.

Part 10

IdeoloBists in Action



RABBI MEIR BAR-ILAN (BERLIN)
1880-1949

Z ION 1ST IDE 0 L 0 C Y began with analyses of the contempoIary
ploblems of Jews and Judaism and pIOposed a valiety of solutions, each
of which soon became the palticular doctrine of some school of
thought or party. These groups fought side by side against adverse
circumstances and against the often unfriendly policy of the Turks,
and latel the British, and the rising enmity of the Arabs. Concurrently,
these Zionisms were in conflict with one anothel, ovel the temper of
the life and institutions that were arising in the Yishuv and over the
policies to be pursued by the World Zionist Organization. Their lead
ers were at once ideologists and men of affailS; together, they were the
immediate architects of the state of Israel.

The commanding figure of religious Zionism for the last three dec
ades of his life was Meir Berlin. He was born within the most eminent
Iabbinic family of Lithuania, the son of the old age of Rabbi Naftali
Zwi Berlin, the last head of the yeshivah of Volozhin before it was
closed in 1892 by the Russian Government. Two years later, after the
death of his father, Meir Berlin began six years of wanderings, during
which he studied at various schools of higher talmudic learning. At
the age of twenty he was married; he had already come to the resolve,
in that year, that his life would be devoted to religious Zionism. In
part, this decision was rooted in the example of his much revered
father; the older man had been less willing than his friend and con
tempoIary, Rabbi Mohilever, to co-operate with the secularists of the
old Hibbat Zion organization, but nonetheless he had himself been a
notable proponent of increased Jewish effort and settlement in the
Holy Land.

Berlin spent some years before the First World War in Gcrn18ny. At
first he absented himself from public affairs in order to further his
secular studies, but he was soon again active in Zionism. Deeply im
pressed by the combination of uncompromising piety and modernity



WHAT KIND OF LIFE SHOULD WE CREATE
IN ERETZ ISRAEL? (1922)

THE REA R E CON C E P T S and values that are nominally alike, but
altogether different in essence. Sometimes a concept, in the course of
its development, loses its original meaning and takes on a new one; it
sheds its inner form and acquires another. These changes are not ap
parent to the spiritually shortsighted, who use concepts indiscrimi
nately and identify them by their names and not by their real mean'
ings. They evaluate the developing concept, which has taken on a new
significance, by the criterion of its former content.

Out of such a mistaken approach a "new" problem is now arising
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among us, the question of "church and state." To be sure, this issue
has not yet become a "burning" one, but its flames are already licking
at the edges of our life, and there are already partisans demanding its
solution. There are those among them who predict that the church·
state question will lead to a terrible struggle in our country, after the
pattern of comparable conflicts elsewhere, between the political lead·
ership and the clergy. They guess that the majority of the people will
support the clergy, but that the state, supported by the "liberals," will
finally emerge victorious. There are those who assert that the question
will be resolved peaceably. It has been maintained as an undeniable
axiom that "religion is a private matter to be left to the individual
conscience." This is the manner in which people are debating this
question, but what they do not realize is that they are committing a
basic error by treating tbe question of religion in Jewish life as a ques
tion of church and state. They are confusing two separate matters
which have nothing whatsoever in common.

Both our people, as a whole, and our religion, in specific, are totally
different from all others. Among the nations of the world statecraft is
kept separate from religion. The foundations of each derive from dif
ferent realms of the spirit, and there is a wide gap between the forms
in which each expresses itself. The state does not impinge upon the
sphere of religion, and religion does not concern itself with the con
duct of the state. Even the most devout Christian or Moslem can find
no guidance for his political conduct in the dictates of his religion. To
be sure, these religions do contain references to the good and the bad
in politics, to what is beautiful and what is ugly in the relations
between man and man and between the citizen and his country, but
these religions lay down no laws and regulations for the state as such
to follow. Even the most devout nations must formulate their own
statutes governing political, social, and family life. These laws are set
down by living people, mortals, in a natural way, and whoever takes
exception to the accepted rules or who does not abide by them is not
considered a "sinner" before the bar of religion. Therefore church and
state are kept separate and treated as separate provinces. Clergyman
and civil judge have separate duties covering different spheres, and one
does not encroach upon the domain of the other.

Our case is different. Our Torah and traditions are not a man-made
constitution but God's own law. If we say, "This law is good, this one
is not," we negate everything. We can have no partial acceptance,
for this destroys the sanctity of the Torah. An advocate of such a policy
thereby excludes himself from the community of believers, either as a
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that he found in some German Jews, Berlin hoped that this would
become the dominant type in the homeland. He was later disen_
chanted by the anti-Zionism that continued to prevail in many of these
circles, but the image of piety harmoniously blended with worldliness
remained his guiding light. As writer and editor and, soon, as official of
the religious Zionist (Mizrahi) organization, Berlin fought the char
acteristic battles of his group both against the anti-Zionism of the ultra
orthodox and the secularism of many Zionists.

After an earlier trip to the United States for propagandistic pur
poses, he carne here in '9'4 to settle. Berlin rose quickly to the national
leadership of Mizrahi in America. He was active in all Zionist political
concerns and paid particular attention to the upbuilding of orthodox
religious education in the United States. He emigrated to Palestine in
'926, when he became the international head of Mizrahi. His life from
that day to his death in the spring of '949, less than a year after the
state of Israel was declared, was coextensive with the history of Zionism
and Palestine in that troubled, tragic, and heroic period. (Like many,
Berlin Hebraized his name, in his case to Bar-I1an, after the state of
Israel was declared.)

As the leader of Mizrahi, he marshaled its forces for the Kultur
kampf between religion and secularism in Israel, which is still un
decided. The paper below, though written in '921, is therefore still
contemporary.

,JlI
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Jew or OS 0 religious person. Our Torah more than touches upon state
and public life; it provides rules and regulations governing these as·
peets of life. These laws, indeed, are basic and essential parts of the
Torah and our religious legislation. The very sections of our laws which
deal with man's relation to his conscience and to his Maker also offer
general and specific gnidanee on the eondnet of the state and social
life and on Ollr relations with other countries-how to wage war On

them and how to live at peace with them. Neither when we dwelt in
our homeland nor during the exile have we ever had laws that were of
an exelusively "secular" nature. We have no "church" that is not also
concerned with matters of state, just as we have no state which is not
also concerned with "church" matters-in Jewish life these are not two

separate spheres.
Thns we see that although there is but one term designating this

question of church and state, there is a vast difference between the
forms it takes among the gentiles and among us. Moreover, among ns
the question is not even a real one. When we have a state, should
anyone try to separate church and state, this will represent not a separa·
tion but a contradiction. Should someone say: Let the religious con
cern themselves with religious matters and stay out of the affairs of the
state, it will be as if he were saying: Let us divide the Torah into
sections; the minor portions, dealing with moral and spiritual matters,
we shall accept, but the rest, dealing with custom and daily action, we
shall eliminate and replace with other laws. Such an approach, when·
ever it may appear, has no basis in anything in the political life of the
European lands or of America; its source is in our own ancient history,
when "our ancestors were idol worshipers .. ,"

II

THE REI S a general principle as to how society developed: Modes of
behovior were not formulated a priori. People did not come to a coun
try with a set plan of how to conduct their lives. First people migrated
to a eonntry individually and in groups. Then they organized for
various activities, and out of their private and social lives they evolved
customs and mores adapted to themselves and to the environment in
which they lived. After that there was no need to make laws. The
lawmakers merely recorded how the people lived and the scale of
pnnishment for those who deviated from the accepted behavior. Cer'
tainly it was so in ancient times. The legol historians, especially those
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of Roman law, plOve beyond doubt that the various laws are rooted in
tlJe conditions under which the individual nations were formed. This
explains the numerous and vast differences between the laws of various
nations-these originate in their differing characters and ways of life.

lf this process obtained today as well, our return to Our homeland
would be very difficult. A serious situation would then confront us:
How shall we integrate the laws of Our ancestral heritage with the
customs and outlooks to which we have become accustomed in the
various lands of our dispersion? Since it is virtually axiomatic that laws
are not formulated a priori but are a natural, spontaneous outglOwth
of the life plOeess, each one of us, every group and faction, is already
set in its ways and outlook-how then shall we set about drawing up
our constitution? Shall we adopt the laws and customs that we bring
with us from the Diaspora, even if they are in measurable conflict
with our traditions; or shall we adhere rigidly to the letter of the Law,
even if we are thereby compelled to live by a book that is foreign to
the modern tempo and conditions? On the other hand, we mnst put
this question to those who feel that the laws of the Torah are purely
academic, but of no practical interest, and who believe that actually we
should be governed by modem law: Is it our intention to welcome to
our shores only people from one land, so that we shall have a people
capable of adhering to only one way of life they would be bringing
with them? Since, however, it is our hope and desire that Jews from
every country migrate to Eretz Israel-the Sephardim from the Orien
tal countries being as dear to us as the Ashkenazim of Europe; the
Yemenites, primitive though they are, being no less weleome than the
Americans-how, then, shall we formulate our customs, mores and
laws: in the spirit of the "backward" Yemenites Or in the spirit of the
"civilized" Americans; to suit the Westerners or to suit the Orientals?

There will be many coming to Eretz Israel, especially from Europe
and America, who, though in general sympathy with Judaism, are not
at all familiar with the Torah. These will say, "\Vllat are the laws of the
Jewish tradition to us? Let each man and every group live by its own
customs and traditions. Later, when things are stabilized, the situation
will be ready for the work of the lawmakers. They will then choose the
best and worthiest practices, from among all those that will exist, and
formulate them as Jaws. In the meantime, let us live here on a tempo.
rary basis according to the customs and traditions we brought with us
from the Diaspora, which have become an integral part of Our being.
If our inherited laws and traditions of the Torah have elements in
them which are in conflict with our ways of life-so much the WOrse for
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the laws of the Torah." In opposition to this opinion another kind of
extremist may maintain that modern customs and conditions are to be
ignored entirely. We musllive only according to the laws of our Torah,
and it is irrelevant to us that many people do not understand its laws
or know their meaning. These two factions will cause dissension among
us. It is possible that we shall even see "reform" and "reformers" in oUr
country, of a new and even less admirable kind than those in the
Diaspora, since these reforms will not be confined solely to the prayer
book and the synagogue service but will affect law and the basic order
of life.

We recommend our way, the third approach, as the solution to this
conflict. It is our conviction that "there can be no substitute for the
Torah," that the only means to unite all sects and factions of the jew
ish people into one homogenous state is by regenerating every aspect
of our life on the basis of our heritage of Torah. This does not mean
that we should scoff at and ignore the values and customs of this gen
eration. Even if these values and customs are in contradiction to the
laws of our Torah, we must modify them gradually. We have to begin
our task not with passing laws but by educating the young and by in
fluencing their elders. We have to educate the people to accept our
laws; we must extend our influence, even by using indirect means if
necessary, through schools and textbooks, newspapers and literature, so
that the inhabitants of our country will slowly change their thinking
and outlook and draw near to the laws of our Torah. Such a change
will result in the acceptance of the laws of the Torah for their in
trinsic worth-voluntarily, from an inner recognition of their value
rather than by either moral Or physical coercion.

In sum: The question of the right way of life in our homeland is a
question of education and influencing the community. In the light of
this conclusion, we must deal with the really basic question: How shall
our schools be run? Shall we be content with teaching our children
only language and literature in these schools and not be disturbed if
these subjects are taught in an atmosphere inimical to religion and
faith? Or shall we demand that language and literature be studied only
from a religious viewpoint? If we could accept the general view that
church and state are two separate spheres, then we could say that the
laws of daily life and the laws of the Torah are not one and the same,
and every one has the right to study whatever he wishes. Let the reli
gious and the secularists each establish their own schools, on eondition
that the language and literature studied in both shall be Hebrew. How
ever, since we have proved that, with respect to our people, even church
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and state are more than two separate entities that are closely interre
lated but are really only one, we cannot substitute Roman law for the
laws of the Torah. We must, therefore, teaeh the people, young and
old, to respeet and know the Torah, in the same way as the leaders of
various soeial movements first condition the people to their aims. The
most effective means to this end is to make all schools publie, govern
mental institutions, so that the pupils who attend them-and through
them their parents-will be educated in the spirit of religion and tradi
tion, because to us religion and tradition are what language and litera
ture are to the gentiles. Amerieans are rightly concerned that if their
ehildren are ignorant of the English language and literature, they will,
in time, stop loving their people and lose the desire to defend their
country; so we too must be eoncerned lest our children grow up devoid
of religious and national feeling, lest they break the link that binds
them to jewish life and jewish values and make the land of Israel into
a country no different than those of the gentiles.

ill

W HEN WE A D v 0 CAT E that the jewish schools in our country be
come pnblic schools, we are referring only to the elementary schools.
These schools are the educational foundation in every country because
they are an indispensable necessity for everyone of every class. This is
not true of the high schools. These are not equally necessary for every
one, and for many they are spiritual luxuries. It is, therefore, not pos
sible to place these schools nnder public control. Even in those coun
tries where all the schools, from the most elementary to the most ad·
vanced, are supported by the government, there are "private" schools
that are of great value in the education and development of their
inhabitants. Certainly we shall not want to hinder personal freedom,
and every minority will therefore be granted complete autonomy to act
as it will, provided that no harm is done to society as a whole.

We can see in advance that the question of the sehools is going to
be complicated and difficult. When the first foundation stones were
laid for the rebuilding of our eountry, immediately and without delay
the foundation for the Hebrew University was also laid. Even if we
admit that there were overriding political reasons for founding and
establishing the University, despite the opposition of many who felt
that the time was not ripe for such an institution, this act nonetheless
proves that there is an inner tendency on the part of Zionist leadership
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to interest itself in schools and educalion. If such be the case at this
early stage, it will be all the more true later, after the Jewish state is
established, and a new way of life becomes settled in our land. There
fore, even if a unitary system will prevail in the elementary schools,
and these schools will be organized as Jewish public institutions, we
cannot expect higher education, too, to be of "one denomination."

It is obviously not the purpose of this essay to furnish a curriculum
for our schools. We are dealing with this question only in so far as it
touches upon the whole temper of life. If we have schools conducted
in a traditionalist-national spirit, these will influence our lives, which
will then be lived in the same spirit; but if the schools be secular, life,
too, will reflect this secular spirit, even if the masses of our people COn
tinue to harbor a religious spirit. There are "pious" and "observant"
people in the Diaspora, who observe all the minor and major COm
mandments of the Torah, and nonetheless their entire behavior has
about it the air of assimilation to gentile culture. Nowadays we may
criticize these people and show up their faults, but when the homeland
itself, the center that is most Jewish in spirit, begins to produce such
people, we shall no longer dare to cavil at them and their behavior, and
we may even make the mistake of imagining tl'atthis is the true picture
of what Judaism intends.

If we wish to continue our spiritual heritage and not create a new
Judaism, we must make of our schools in our homeland places where
more than language and vocations are taught; they must be real educa
tional institutions in keeping with the nation's ideals and principles.
Knowledge of talmudic law and all that this implies should play an
important role in these studies. The Talmud and its literature must re
main, to some degree, the heritage of the whole House of Israel and
should not consWute a science and discipline only for those who are
professional scholars of the Torah. Naturally, we also need experts
who will devote their lives to the study of the Talmud-and these
should be of the highest caliber. But the spirit of the Talmud and some
knowledge of talmudic laws and literature should be part of thc school
ing of every educated Jew. It is customary among the gentiles that
every schoolboy have some basic knowledge of phySics and mathemat
ics, and, even though he may not utilize these studies in his lifcwork,
these basic disciplines are regarded as indispensable. Our attitude to
the knowledge of talmudic law should be comparable: Every school
boy should be required to master certain sections of the Talmud and
to imbibe its spirit, even though he may not make this ficld of study
his life's work.
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This demand, which many may regard as too extreme, requires us
not to be satisfied with establishing the type of yeshivot and Hebrew
schools now prevalent both in the Diaspora and in Israel. We must
realize that our homeland will be, and should be, a progressive and
enlightened country, and that we cannot isolate ourselves. The Chi
nese people boasts of a cultule that is older than any in Europe, and
yet when one of its sons wants to become "cultured," he goes to Eu
rope or to America. Therefore, if we want to be a modern people, we
too must not allow that our entire education be reduced to those na
tional or religious studies peculiar to us, so that when we need doctors,
architects, and engineers, we shall have to import them from other
countries or send our children abroad to study. Nor do we have the
right to segregate the schools, so that "ours" will be devoted only to
the Torah and Jewish subjects, and "theirs" (meaning the schools of
those who do not accept our views) will teach general culture. If we do
this, we will lower the standards of our schools and their pupils will
achieve less than pupils in the secular schools. We must not permit
this to happen not merely for economic but also for moral reasons.
Life has taught us: "He who increases in wealth, increases his dig
nity.'" If the secular schools are to produce the wealthy and enlight
ened class, whereas the pupils of our schools will be merely God-fear
ing scholars of the Torah, the influence of the secularists will pre
dominate in everything. Ibe same sad pallern that prevailed in the
Diaspora will recur again: The yeshivah students are poor in material
wealth and downtrodden in spirit, while the college students are suc
cessful and their influence, both direct and indirect, is ever greater.

If it is our wholehearted desire that all our children know the Torah
and follow its teachings, we must establish schools which combine
both Jewish and secular studies. The Jewish studies should consist not
only of literature and language; they must include the entire religious
heritage, so that our children know more than just the Bible.

TI,ese views on how we should organize the communal life now
coming into being in the homeland should be the yardstick for all who
deal with the rebuilding of our country, for all those who rcally want
to scc the Hebrew nation revitalized on its land and in the spirit of its
Torah.

Miz.rahi, which was the first, in recent times, to raise the banner of
a national.religious renaissance, must now accept the further task of
implementing these views with deeds.



VLADIMIR JABOTINSKY 1880-194°
VLADIMIR JADOTINSKY has been dead fOI almost twenty
yeaIS, and yet he lemains the most contlovelsial figure in Zionism. No
man in its entire history, except Herzl, was as adored by his disciples;
the passion with which Jabotinsky's enemies hated him was unique.
His followers rallied to him as the Garibaldi of the Jewish revolution;
his foes reviled him as its would-be Mussolini. Obviously, he was an
extraordinary man.

He was born in Odessa, when that great center of Jewish life on the
Black Sea was at its zenith, but he belonged to a generation which was
raised much more on Russian than on Jewish culture. In 1898, in his
last year of high school, Jabotinsky chose not to wait to graduate but to
go abroad to study. Since he had given early evidence of literary talent,
one of the Odessa newspapers accepted the eighteen-year-old as its
foreign correspondent, on "space rates." After a few months in Bern,
Jabotinsky went to Rome, where he spent three years at the university.
He had moved, as correspondent, to the staff of another Odessa daily,
and the columns he wrote for it soon became so popular that he was
recalled in 1901 to serve on its editorial staff.

There is evidence of his earlier assent to the Zionist ideal, but
Jabotinsky became an active Zionist in 19°3, when he helped organize
a Jewish self-defense corps in Odessa, in the face of a threatening
pogrom. He was already one of the great orators of the day, and there
after Jabotinsky put this talent, as well as his pen, to the nses of Zionist
propaganda. He continued to make a living as a journalist; in balanc
ing both these careers he traveled widely all over Russia and Europe
in the years before '9'4, including two periods in Constantinople
around the time of the Young Turk revolution of 19C8 and a lengthy
stay in Vienna. Though there was some shifting of ground in his views,
Jabotinsky was coming to the certainty that Zionism could mean only
a bold, Herzlian, political struggle for a state. He did not believe that
either the Turks, who then ruled Palestine, or the Arabs would ac-
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commodate themselves more easily to Zionism if, as its leadership then
believed, it de·emphasizcd its final aims or was even willing to abandon
them. In his view, colonization and everything elsc depended on pOliti
cal achievements and ultimatcly, therefore, on powcr.

After the outbreak of the First World "Var Jabotinsky went to north
ern and western Enrope as a roving correspondent for a liberal Mos·
cow daily. Once Tnrkey joined the war in October 1914, on the side
of Germany, Jabotinsky was certain that the futnre of Jewish aspira
tions in Palestine rested with the Allies. Turkey, he was snre, wonld be
dismembered, no matter what the outcome of the war; hence, the Jews
had to fight on the Allied side and share in the military effort to occnpy
Palestine. The feeling of most of the Zionist leadership (Chaim Weiz·
mann, who then aided Jabotinsky, discreetly, was the one notable ex·
ception) was that neutrality was the policy to follow in the war. Almost
singlehanded, Jabotinsky finally won British consent to the formation
of three Jewish battalions, the first of which (the 38th Fusilicrs) fonght
with Allenby in the campaign in Palestine in 1918. He himself enlisted
as a private and was SOOn made a Iientenant.

When the war ended, Jabotinsky was the least hopeful of all the
Zionists that there would be real support from the British or smooth
relations with the Arabs during the expected period of mass immigra
tion. Dnring the Arab riots of '920, he organized a self-defense corp'
in Jerusalem and was jailed by the British military administration and
sentenced to fifteen years for the illegal possession of arms. This
cansed a storm, and he was soon pardoned and the conviction was
snbsequently revoked. Jabotinsky's reputation was now at its height.
He was elected to the Zionist Executive in '921, but almost immedi
ately he and Chaim Weizmann were at odds. Jabotinsky believed in
rapid mass immigration to Palestine and in major dependence on Jew
ish military and police units; Weizmann trusted the BritiSh, Or at least
believed that nothing could be done without their consent, and
wanted a policy of careful colonization. Other issues were involved, as
well, so that within two years Jabotinsky resigned, charging that the
policies of his colleagues would result in the loss of Palestine.

Jabotinsky returned to Zionist work in 1925, when he organized a
new Zionist party, the Revisionists. After a decade in which he was
ever more out of tune with the official leadership of Zionism as too
minimalist and compromising, his group left the movement entirely
in '935, to found the "New Zionist Organization." Illegal immigra
tion into Palestine dnring the 1930'S and the direct action of the Irgun
against the British from that period nntil 1948 were conducted with
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special daring and elan by groups under his influence. Jabotinsky died
on a trip to the United States in 1940.

The pages below represent the whole of his direct testimony before
the British Royal Commission on Palestine of 1937. TIlis group,
known also as the Peel Commission, was directed to inquire into the
Palestinian impasse, after the Arab riots and guerrilla warfare of 1936,
and to make recommendations for its solution. It suggested a plan to
partition Palestine, which was soon abandoned by the British govern·
ment. Jabotinsky appeared before this body on behalf of his New
Zionist Organization. What he said there stands as an instructive sum
mary of his mature views.

EVIDENCE SUBMITTED TO THE
PALESTINE ROYAL COMMISSION (1937)

House of Lords, London
February 11, '937

THE CON CEP TION 0 F Z 10 NISM which I have the honor to
represent here is based on what I should call the humanitarian aspect.
By that I do not mean to say that we do not respect the other, the
pnrely spiritual aspects of Jewish nationalism, such as the desire for
self-expression, the rebuilding of a Hebrew culture, or creating some
"model community of which the Jewish people could be proud." All
that, of conrse, is most important; but as compared with onr actual
needs and onr real position in the world today, all that has rather the
character of luxnry. The Commission have already heard a description
of the situation of world·Jewry especially in eastern Europe, and I am
not going to repeat any details, but you will allow me to quote a recent
reference in the New York Times describing the position of Jewry in
eastern Enrope as "a disaster of historic magnitude." I only wish to add
that it would be very naive, and although many Jews make this mistake
I disapprove of it-it would be very naive to ascribe that state of
disaster, permanent disaster, only to the guilt of men, whether it be
crowds and multitudcs, or whether it be Governments. The thing goes
much deeper than that. I am very much afraid that what I am going to
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say will not be popular with many among my coreligionists, and I re
gret that, but the truth is the truth. We are faciug an elemental calam
ity, a kind of social earthquake.

Three generations of Jewish thinkers and Zionists, among whom
there were many great minds-I am not going to fatigue you by quot
ing them-three generations have given much thought to analyzing
thc Jewish position and have come to the conclusion that the canse of
our suflering is the very fact of the Diaspora, the bedrock fact that we
are everywhere a minority. It is not the anti-Semitism of men; it is,
above all, the anti-Semitism of things, the inherent xenophobia of the
body social or the body economic under which we sufler. Of course,
there are ups and downs; but there are moments, there are whole
periods in history when this "xenophobia of Life itself" takes dimen
sions which no people can stand, and that is what we are facing now.

I do not mean to suggest that I would recognize that all the Govern
ments concerned have done all they ought to have done; I would be
the last man to concede that. I think many Governments, East and
West, ought to do much more to protect the Jews than they do; bnt
the best of Governments could perhaps only soften the calamity to
quite an insignificant extent, but the core of the calamity is an carth
qnake which stands and remains. I want to mention here that, since
one of those Governments (the Polish Government) has recenUy tried
what amounts to bringing to the notice of the League of Nations and
the whole of humanity that it is humanity'S duty to provide the Jews
with an area where they could build up their own body social undis·
turbed by anyone, I think the sincerity of the Polish Government, and
of any other Governments who, I hope, will follow, should not be
suspected, bnt on the contrary it should be recognized and acknowl
edged with due gratitude.

Perhaps the greatest gap in all I am going to say and in all the
Commission have heard up to now is the impossibility of really going
to the root of the problem, really bringing before you a picture of what
that Jewish hell looks like, and I feel I cannot do it. I do hope the day
may come when some Jewish representative may be allowed to appear
at the Bar of one of these two Houses just to tell them what it really is,
and to ask the English people: "''''hat are you going to advise us?
Where is the way out? Or, standing up and facing God, say that there
is no way out and that we Jews have just to go under." But unfortu
nately I cannot do it, so I will simply assume that the Royal Com
mission are sufficiently informed of all this situation, and then I want
you to realize this: TI,e phenomenon called Zionism may include all
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kinds of dreams-a "model community," Hebrew culture, perhaps
even a second edition of the Bible-but all this longing for wonderful
toys of velvet and silver is nothing in comparison with that tangible
momentum of irresistible distress and need by which we are propelled
and borne.

We are not free agents. We cannot "concede" anything. Whenever
I hear the Zionist, most often my Own Party, accused of asking for
too mnch- Gentlemen, I really cannot understand it. Yes, we do want
a State; every nation on earth, every normal nation, beginning with
the smallest and the humblest who do not claim any merit, any role in
humanity'S development, they all have States of their own. That is the
normal condition for a people. Yet, when we, the most abnormal of
peoples and therefore the most unfortunate, ask only for the same
condition as the Albanians enjoy, to say nothing of the French and the
English, then it is called too much. I should understand it if the
answer were, lilt is impossible," but when the answer IS, "It is too
much," I cannot understand it. I would remind you (excuse me for
quoting an example known to everl one of you) of the commotion
which was pIOduced in that famous institution when Oliver Twist
came and asked for "more." He said "more" because he did not know
how to express it; what Oliver Twist really meant was this: "Will you
just give me that normal portion which is necessary for a boy of my age
to be able to live." I assure you that you face here today, in the Jewish
people with its demands, an Oliver Twist who has, unfortunately, no
concessions to make. \'-'hat can be the concessions? We have got to
save millions, many millions. I do not know whether it is a question of
rehousing one-third of the Jewish race, half of the .Jewish race, or a
quarter of the Jewish race; I do not know; but it is a question of
millions. Certainly the way out is to evacuate those portions of the
Diaspora which have become no good, which hold ne promise of any
possibility of a livelihood, and to concentrate all those refugees in some
place which should not be Diaspora, not a repetition of the position
where the Jews are an unabsorbed minority within a foreign social, or
economic, or political organism. Naturally, if that process of evacu
ation is allowed to develop, as it ought to be allowed to develop, there
will very soon be reached a moment when the Jews will become a
majority in Palestine.

I am going to make a "terrible" confession. Our demand for a
Jewish majority is not OUf maximum-it is our minimum: it is just an
inevitable stage if only we are allowed to go on salvaging Our people.
The point when the Jews will reach a majority in that country will not
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be the point of saturation yet-because with 1,000,000 more Jews in
Palestine today you could already have a Jewish majority, but there are
certainly 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 in the East who are virtually knocking
at the door asking for admission, i.e., for salvation.

I have the profoundest feeling for the Arab case, in so far as that
Arab case is not exaggerated. This Commission have already been able
to make up their minds as to whether there is any individual hardship
to the Arabs of Palestine as men, deriving from the Jewish coloniza.
tion. We maintain unanimously that the economic position of the
Palestinian Arabs, under the Jewish colonization and owing to the
Jewish colonization, has become the object of envy in all the surround·
ing Arab countries, so that the Arabs from those countries show a clear
tendency to immigrate into Palestine. I have also shown to you already
that, in our submission, there is no question of ousting the Arabs. On
the contrary, the idea is that Palestine on both sides of the Jordan
should hold the Arabs, their progeny, and many millions of Jews. What
I do not deny is that in that process the Arabs of Palestine will neccs·
sarily become a minority in the country of Palestine. What I do deny
is that that is a hardship. It is not a hardship on any race, any nation,
possessing so many National States now and so many more National
States in the future. One fraction, one branch of that race, and not a
big one, will have to live in someone else's State: Well, that is the case
with all the mightiest nations of the world. I could hardly mention one
of the big nations, having their States, mighty and powerful, who had
not one branch living in someone else's State. 111at is only normal and
there is no "hardship" attached to that. So when we hear the Arab
claim confronted with the Jewish claim; I fully understand that any
minority would prefer to be a majority, it is quite understandable that
the Arabs of Palestine would also prefer Palestine to be the Arab
State No. 4, NO·5, or No.6-that I quite understand; but wIlen the
Arab claim is confronted with our Jewish demand to be saved, it is like
the claims of appetite versus the claims of starvation. No tribunal has
ever had the luck of trying a ease where all the justice was on the side
of one party and the other party had no case whatsoever. Usually in
human affairs any tribunal, including this tribunal, in trying two cases,
has to concede that both sides have a case on their side and, in order to
do justice, they must take into consideration what should constitute
the basic justification of all human demands, individual or mass de·
mands-the decisive terrible balance of Need. I think it is clear.

I now want to establish that this condition was perfectly well known,
perfectly realized, and perfectly acknowledged, by the legislators reo
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sponsible for the act known as the Balfour Declaration and subse·
quently for the Mandate. The paramount question was Jewish distress.
I was privileged myself to take part in our political negotiations with
France, Italy, and England, from '9'5 to '9'7' I was also associated
with others who conducted those negotiations. I can assure you that
the main argument mentioned in every conversation with the Italian
ministers, with M. Deleasse in France, with Lord Newton here, with
Lord Balfour, with Mr. Lloyd George, and with everybody else, was the
argument of the terrible Jewish distress, especially keen at that mo·
ment. England, France, and Italy, three Liberal countries, happened
to be Allies of Tsarist Russia. I need not describe to gentlemen of your
generation what it meant to any Englishman, whether Liberal or Con
servative, when he read in ti,e newspapers, especially in 1915 and '9,6,
certain information as to the fate of the Jews in the Russian sector of
the war. It was the common talk everywhere-the feeling that some·
thing should be done to relieve that disaster, and the feeling tliat tliat
disaster was only an acute expression of a deep·seated, chronic discase
that was alive everywhere. And I claim tliat tlie spirit that created the
Balfour Declaration was that spirit, tlie rccognition that something
should be done to save a people in that position.

My Lord and Gentlemen, here we comc to the beginning of a very
sad chapter. I will do my best to put it to you as modcrately as I can.
You will certainly use paticnce and perliaps more than patience with
a man who has to tell you about a very great disappointmcnt. I always
thought before coming to England that if a civilized country, a civi
lized Government, assumed a trust, intcrnationaJly, under such condi·
tions, with such implications, dealing with a people who have so long
suffered and who have so long boped and whose hopes are, after all,
sacred to every Englisliman-I expected tliat Government to sit down
and prepare a blucprint, a plan "how to do it." Undcr whatcver inter·
pretation of the "home" promise, there should have been a plan how
to build it; what were to be the implications of "placing a country
under such administrative, economic, and political conditions as might
facilitate ti,e establishment" of whatever you mean by the Jewish na·
tional home.

Tl1at was one condition-a Plan; and the second condition was
letting it be clear to all that that was the trust they have accepted and
"That is what we are going to do." 111at blueprint or planning SIIOUld
begin with a geological survey of both sides of the Jordan in ordcr to
ascertain what parts of the territory are really reclaimable, cultivablc; a
scheme for their amelioration and reclamation; a scheme of a loan
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which should be launched and which the Jews would have to pIOvide,
to pay fOI the amelioration and parcellation, and for cleating a land
reserve on both sidcs of the Jordan, out of which both Jcwish and Amb
applicants for agricultural settlement could bc satisfied. Further, a plan
of industrial development calculated to provide sustenance for large.
scale immigration; a plan of what tariff laws and customs measures
should be adopted in order to pIOtect that development; a plan for a
taxation system, as in every country under colonization, adapted to
assisting the new settlers and newcomers.

Finally, measures for guaranteeing security. A nation with your
colossal colonizing past experience surely knows that colonization
never went on without certain conflicts with the population on the
spot, so that the country had to be pIOtected; and as the Jew never
asked to be protected by someone else, the Plan should embody the
Jewish demand that they should themselves be allowed to form a
protecting body in Palestine, or at least a considerable part of it. Espe.
cially there should be a very careful selection of Civil Servants. Such
a work, unparalleled, unprecedented, certainly needs Civil Servants first
of all sympathetic, and secondly, acquainted with the work. There
should be some special examination, some new branch of the Service.
That is what everybody expected. I need not tell you how totally dis
appointed we were in hearing, instead of all that, the expression "mud
dling thIOugh"-hearing it even mentioned as something desirable and
commendable as a system; on more solemn occasions it was called
"empiricism" and sometimes "going by horse sense." I do not know if
all this is good for the Empire; it is not for me to judge. I can only say
that we have greatly suffered under this absence of system, this deliber
ate aversion from making plans while undertaking something very
new, very important, and very responsible. We have suffered terribly.
Yet, whenever we complained, we got the strange reply: "The mall on
the spot knows better." May I submit most respectfully that the Man
date was granted to Great Britain by fifty nations because those fifty
nations believed in Britain's collective experience and conscience, and
especially in the fact of their close control over the man on the spot.
111e idea of contIOl by a nation over its executives is an English idea.
We Continentals learned it from the English. So, in our submission,
the Mandatory Government cannot discharge its Mandatory duty by
selecting even a genius and appointing him as the man on the spot.
But that was practically always their reply: "We have appointed a man
on thc spot, let him do it, and we shall wait and see." Or sometimes we
got another replY-"PIObably the Government is administered quite
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satisfactorily, because both Jews and Arabs have grievances and com
plaints." We never could understand this. Is my duty, for instance,
with regard to my children or with regard to my two clients, sufficiently
discharged if I have managed to make myself obnoxious to both of
them? I do not think so.

We were terribly disappointed by the ahsence of a system and plan.
We were even more disappointed by the absence of the second re
quirement: clarity. The Arabs were never told what the Balfour Dec
laration was meant by Lord Balfour and all the others to mean. They
were never told. Here again, My Lord, I am going to Jimit myself, as
being perhaps a sufficient illustration of that attitude to truth, to recall
a little story which has been told to this Commission in Palestine: that
instead of writing on coins, etc., "Eretz Israel" they just write the
two Hebrew letters for E. I. Why? What is the meaning of it? If the
country is to be called Eretz Israel, Land of Israel, if that is the name
avowed, then print it in full; if it is something which cannot be allowed,
remove it. But the "way out" adopted in this case illustrates the whole
"system," which is to hint that there is the Balfour Declaration, and
perhaps there is something in it, but then again perhaps there is noth
ing in it. That has been the "system" from the beginning to the end.
If questioned, I am prepared to support this reproach by many facts,
but I believe the Royal Commission have already had sufficient in·
formation to form their own judgment.

A very important factor in implementing the Mandate is looking
after security. I presume the Commission have already had time to
draw their own conclusions as to that, but it is my duty to remind them
of a few aspects of it. In Palestine we were threatened with pogIOms;
we were telling so to the Government for years and years, but they
went on cutting down and cutting down on the number of troops in
Palestine. Wesaid: "Remember that we have children and wives; legal
ize our self-defense, as you are doing in Kenya." In Kenya until
recently every European was obliged to train for the Settlers Defense
Force. Why should the Jews in Palestine be forced to prepare for self
defense underhand; as though committing a legal offense? You know
what a pogIOm means in Jewish history; we know what pogIOms mean
in the history of Mandatory Palestine. The Jews have never been al
lowed to prepare for that holy duty of self-defense, as every English
man would have done. We had in our case to prepare by underhand
methods, with insufficient equipment, with insufficient drilling, in an
amateurish way. I really do not know how a Government can allow or
tolerate such a state of things after three experiences, of which '9'9
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was a tenible one.... I am sorry if I am getting excited and I apolo
gize to the Commission and hope they understand the reason for it;
but I do not think I have overstepped the boundaries of logic in sub
mitting to this Royal Commission my case.

If you cut down the tlOOPS in Palestine far beyond the limit of
safety, and the explanation is that the British taxpayer does not want
to give his money nor his sons, that is quite natural, but we-the
Jews of all parties-have for years been demanding: ""Vhy have you
disbanded the Jewish Regiment? Why not allow the Jews to take
over: OUf men and our money under British command and under
British military law?" I do not claim a "Jcwish Army" before there
is a Jewish State; we want the Jewish Regiment just as it existed
during the War, rendering decent service. Why should the impres
sion be created in this country that we want Jnhnny, Tommy, and
Bobby to defend us? We do not. If, in the building of Palestine,
sweat and gold have to be employed, let us give the sweat and let us
give the gold; if blood has to be shed by thc defendcrs of Palestine,
let it be our blood and not English blood. But that suggestion has
always been turned down.

As I said: I know the attitude of this Commission in refusing to
dwell on the actual course of the riots, and I have to bow before it.
On the other hand-here again I must ask, not about this Commission,
but about the Colonial Office, about the Mandatory Government: Is
there a plan, is there a line of action? Mr. Eden in Geneva, most
formally, in so many words, promised the Lcague's Council that "a
Royal Commission" had been appointed to investigate the prevailing
unrest, that they would investigate the facts; and the Permanent
Mandates Commission was persuaded to abstain from asking ques
tions until "a Royal Commission"-I do not say this Royal Com
mission-had investigated actual events. 1l1is Royal Commission is,
of course, sovereign to refuse to do so, and I can understand their
mot.ives, but. My Lord, where is then that Royal Commission which
will invcstigate who is guilty? Because I claim somebody is guilty, I
claim that a tremendolls amount of ammunition for the Arabs has
been allowed to percolate into Palestine both before and during the
events, I claim there was neglect of duty in examining the first victims.
I claim t.here is something I want to undcrstand but do not under
stand in the fact t.hat. while a general strike in Jaffa was in progress,
there was no general strike in Haifa. I want to understand whether it
is true there had been some gentlemen's agreement, a "revolt by
leave" in one part of Palestine, but no revolt where it was requested
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by somebody in office t.hat. there should not be revolt. I want to
understand why Mr. Kawkaji was allowed to depart from Palestine
in state; why the bands were allowed to disband; why there was no
subsequent disarmament of the population. I want to know why it is
that such things can happen in a country and nobody is guilty, no
body is responsible.

With this famous theory of the man on the spot, I want. the man
on the spot to st.and before a Royal Commission, before a Judicial
Commission, and I want him to answer for his errorS. Sometimes
even a humble man like myself has the right to sal' the words
"J'accuse:' They are guilty. They are guilty of commission, omission,
neglect of duty. If I am not mistaken, somebody has to answer to the
Permanent Mandates Commission of the League of Nations who
gave you the Mandate. Who is going to answer? I am informed that,
instead of hy this Royal Commission, a report on the events will be
presented in a general way in the report of t.he Palestine Government
to the League of Nations-the party whom we accuse will present it.
I submit to this Royal Commission: Among your recommendations
as to remedies (because you are requested in your terms of reference
to mention remedies) the first is t.o find the guilty ones and to punish
them. Also inquire about the Supreme Moslem Council, or whatever
is the official description of that group of persons headed by I-lis
Eminence the Mufti and the other gentlemen. The Government
gave them a sort of diplomatic immunity. The Government negoti
ated with them. I submit most respectfully and humbly that some
independent Commission, independent of the Colonial Office and
independent of t.he man on the spot., should inquire and investigate
into this question of guilt. I believe it is guilt, and I believe t.hat the
person guilty should be punished, and that is what I humbly demand_

As to the remedies, t.he main remedy in my opinion is the Plan
and the truth. Arabs and Jews should be informed what the real
implications of the Mandat.e are. To my way of thinking there is only
one way of interpreting t.he Mandate. And a Scheme should be pre
pared_ We call it a Ten-Year Plan. In our opinion it should embrace
agrarian reforms, taxation, and customs reforms, a reform of the Civil
Service, opening up of Trans-Jordan for Jewish penetration, and
assurance of public security by the establishmcnt of a Jewish contin
gent and by the legalizat.ion of Jewish self-defense.

At the same time, I think on the Jewish side too, rclornlS are nec
essary, for we have also committed many errors in our own systems.
In my opinion it all culminates in t.he refonm of the Jewish Agency_ I
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was asked by Lord Peel whether we represented a body distinct from
the Jewish Agency. Yes. We claim that the Jewish Agency de facto
does not today represent the whole or even the majority of Zionist
Jewry and we think the time has come when this body should be
rebuilt, with the consent of the Mandatory, on the basis of universal
suffrage, because the problem of Zionism today has really become the
interest of practically everybody in Jewry, no longer only of adherents
of a particular political group. We think that reform is quite timely
and it might put an end to many abuses which I cannot deny. One
of them will be brought to the knowledge of this Commission in the
report of the "Betar"-the British Trumpeldor organization-on the
distribution of certificates, about which this Commission have reo
ceived, to my great regret, misleading information from some other
Jewish representatives.
CHAffiMAN: Are you going to tell us where it is misleading? What is
the main point?
ANSWER: Yes, if you will allow me another ten minutes. There is a
suggestion that when we are asking for what I am asking for, that we
are trying to involve this Empire in formidable complications and
obstacles. I deny it. To the best of my belief I affirm, and I am not
the only one, that should Great Britain go this way and really help
us to save the Jewish people as it was meant and promised in the
Balfour Declaration, the course of this great experiment will be as
normal as the course of any other great enterprise of social evolution.
We utterly deny that it means bringing Great Britain into conflict
with world Islam, we utterly deny that it means a real physical conflict
with the neighboring states, we deny all this. It has been exaggerated
beyond any recognition. It is not true. Given a firm resolve, made
clearly known to both Jews and Arabs, all this would be performed
with the nonnal smoothness of any other equally big colonization
enterprise.

As to keeping the country quiet and avoiding disturbances: I have
already submitted-try what has never been tried-try re·establishing
the Jewish Regiment as part and parcel of the permanent garrison.
Try legalizing Jewish self·defense. It is anyway almost inevitable.
Jewish self·defense is "practically" lcgalized today; it is and it is not;
it "should not" exist, but it does exist; it "should not" be anned, but
if it is armed, well ... and so on. Well, I think the decisive step
should be made in the necessary direction.

You have, of course, heard of compromises and halfway houses
which are being suggested, including cantonization, or the parity
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scheme, or the cultural rapprochement, or the Jews "giving in" and
so on. Believe my sincerity~and it is the sincerity of the whole Move·
ment, the sincerity of every Jew I am now trying to voice: We wish a
halfway house could be possible, but it is perfectly impossible. We
cannot accept cantonization, because it will be suggested by many,
even among you, that even the whole of Palestine may prove too
small for that humanitarian purpose we need. A comer of Palestine, a
"canton," how can we promise to be satisfied with it? We cannot.
We never can. Should we swear to you we would be satisfied, it
would be a lie. On what other point can we "give in?" What can
the "concession" be on the part of Oliver Twist? He is in such a
position that he cannot concede anything; it is the workhouse people
who have to concede the plateful of soup, and there is nO way out of
it. We do not believe in any compromise on those lines. Cantonization
is a dream and parity is a lie. It will never be enforced or believed by
anybody; and trying it again and again means prolonging the state
of things which in my submission has led to the riots of 1920, 19z1,
1929, and '936, and it will lead again to the same result.

There is only one way of compromise. Tell the Arabs the truth, and
then you will see the Arab is reasonable, the Arab is clever, the Arab
is just; the Arab CaTl realize that since there are thrce or four or five
wholly Arab States, then it is a thing of justice which Great Britain
is doing if Palestine is transfanned into a Jewish State. Then there
will be a change of mind among the Arabs, then there will be room
for compromise, and there will bc peace.

It is my very unpleasant duty to wind up by taking into considera·
tion a melancholy pessimistic contingency: What will happen if what
the Jews desire cannot be conceded by Great Britain? I wish I could
omit mentioning that contingency for many reasons, personal reasons,
Jewish national reasons, but to omit it is impossible. We are asked
very often: "Whatever is meant by the Balfour Declaration was
promised in '917, but since then perhaps the British people have
honestly come to the conclusion that they cannot do it." I deny it.
I affirm they can; but when I am asked, when any Jew is asked: "What,
are the Jews going to pin us down to the promise and to say-you
have promised the pound of flesh, pay us the pound of flesh?"
Gentlemen, here I answer you in the name of thc most extreme of
Zionist parties: "No!" If Great Britain really is unable to do it (not
unwilling, but unable) we will bow to her decision, but we thcn
shall expect Great Britain to act as any Mandatory who fecls he can
not carry out the Mandate: give back the Mandate....
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SIR LAURIE HAMMOND: To whom?
ANSWER: And do it in a way which will not harm the safety of the
Jews who trusted you and came to Palestine on the chances of a
Zionist future. This means letting a certain time elapse while the
Mandatory together with the Jews will look for the alternative. I hope
that time will never come. I am fully convinced that it will not be
necessary. I believe in England just as I believed in England twenty
years ago when I went, against nearly all Jewish opinion, and said:
"Give soldiers to Great Britain!" because I believed in her. I still
believe. But if Great Britain really cannot live up to the Mandate
well-we shall be the losers; and we will sit down together and think
what can be done; but not that Great Britain should go on holding
the Mandate and pretend it is "fulfilled" while my people are still
suffering in the Diaspora and still only a minority in Palestine. No,
that cannot be done. That is not cricket. Therefore, Gentlemen, I
submit it cannot be done, and it shall not be done.

I thank the Commission very much for their kindness and attention.
I beg your forgiveness for having kept you for an hour and a half.
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